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Positivity for Kac polynomials and
DT-invariants of quivers

By Tamás Hausel, Emmanuel Letellier,

and Fernando Rodriguez-Villegas

Abstract

We give a cohomological interpretation of both the Kac polynomial and

the refined Donaldson-Thomas-invariants of quivers. This interpretation

yields a proof of a conjecture of Kac from 1982 and gives a new perspective

on recent work of Kontsevich–Soibelman. This is achieved by computing,

via an arithmetic Fourier transform, the dimensions of the isotypical com-

ponents of the cohomology of associated Nakajima quiver varieties under

the action of a Weyl group. The generating function of the corresponding

Poincaré polynomials is an extension of Hua’s formula for Kac polynomi-

als of quivers involving Hall–Littlewood symmetric functions. The resulting

formulae contain a wide range of information on the geometry of the quiver

varieties.

1. The main results

Let Γ = (I,Ω) be a quiver; that is, an oriented graph on a finite set

I = {1, . . . , r} with Ω a finite multiset of oriented edges. In his study of

the representation theory of quivers, Kac [14] introduced Av(q), the number of

isomorphism classes of absolutely indecomposable representations of Γ over the

finite field Fq of dimension v = (v1, . . . , vr) and showed they are polynomials

in q. We call Av(q) the Kac polynomial for Γ and v. Following ideas of Kac

[14], Hua [13] proved the following generating function identity:

∑
v∈Zr≥0

\{0}
Av(q)Tv

(1.1)

= (q − 1)Log

Ñ ∑
π=(π1,...,πr)∈Pr

∏
i→j∈Ω q

〈πi,πj〉∏
i∈I q〈π

i,πi〉∏
k
∏mk(πi)
j=1 (1− q−j)

T |π|

é
,
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where P denotes the set of partitions of all positive integers, Log is the plethys-

tic logarithm (see [11, §2.3.3]), 〈, 〉 is the pairing on partitions defined by

〈λ, µ〉 =
∑
i,j

min(i, j)mi(λ)mj(µ)

with mj(λ) the multiplicity of the part j in the partition λ, Tv := T v11 · · ·T vrr
for some variables Ti and finally |π| := (|π1| · · · |πr|).

Using such generating functions Kac [14] proved that in fact Av(q) has

integer coefficients and formulated two main conjectures. First, he conjectured

that for quivers with no loops, the constant term Av(0) equals the multiplicity

of the root v in the corresponding Kac–Moody algebra. The proof of this

conjecture was completed in [10]. We will give a general proof of Kac’s second

conjecture here.

Conjecture 1.1 ([14, Conj. 2]). The Kac polynomial Av(q) has nonneg-

ative coefficients.

This conjecture was settled for indivisible dimension vectors and any

quiver by Crawley-Boevey and Van den Bergh [4] in 2004; they gave a cohomo-

logical interpretation of the Kac polynomial for indivisible dimension vectors

in terms of the cohomology of an associated Nakajima quiver variety. More

precisely [4, (1.1)], they showed that for v indivisible,

Av(q) =
∑

dim
Ä
H2i
c (Qv;C)

ä
qi−dv ,(1.2)

where Qv is a certain smooth generic complex quiver variety of dimension

2dv. Similarly, our proof of the general case will follow by interpreting the

coefficients of Av(q) as the dimensions of the sign isotypical component of

cohomology groups of a smooth generic quiver variety Qṽ attached to an ex-

tended quiver (see (1.9)).

Recently, Mozgovoy [21] proved Conjecture 1.1 for any dimension vector

for quivers with at least one loop at each vertex. His approach uses Efimov’s

proof [7] of a conjecture of Kontsevich–Soibelman [15] that implies positivity

for certain refined DT-invariants of symmetric quivers with no potential.

The goal of Kontsevich–Soibelman’s theory is to attach refined (or mo-

tivic, or quantum) Donaldson–Thomas invariants (or DT-invariants for short)

to Calabi–Yau 3-folds X. The invariants should only depend on the derived

category of coherent sheaves on X and some extra data; this raises the possi-

bility of defining DT-invariants for certain Calabi–Yau 3-categories that share

the formal properties of the geometric situation but are algebraically easier to

study. The simplest of such examples are the Calabi–Yau 3-categories attached

to quivers (symmetric or not) with no potential (cf. [9]).

Denote by Γ = (I,Ω) the double quiver, that is Ω = Ω
∐

Ωopp, where Ωopp

is obtained by reversing all edges in Ω. The refined DT-invariants of Γ (a slight
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renormalization of those introduced by Kontsevich and Soibelman) are defined

by the following combinatorial construction. For v = (v1, . . . , vr) ∈ Zr≥0, let

δ(v) :=
r∑
i=1

vi, γ(v) :=
r∑
i=1

v2
i −

∑
i→j∈Ω

vivj .

Then ∑
v∈Zr≥0

\{0}
DTv(q) (−1)δ(v)Tv(1.3)

:= (q − 1)Log
∑

v∈Zr≥0

(−1)δ(v)q−
1
2

(γ(v)+δ(v))∏r
i=1(1− q−1) · · · (1− q−vi)

Tv.

It was proved in [15] that DTv(q) ∈ Z[q, q−1]. In fact, as a consequence of

Efimov’s proof [7] of [15, Conj. 1], DTv(q) actually has nonnegative coefficients.

We will give an alternative proof of this in (1.10) by interpreting its coefficients

as dimensions of cohomology groups of an associated quiver variety.

Remark 1.2. We should stress that we have restricted to double quivers

for the benefit of exposition; our results extend easily to any symmetric quiver.

We outline how to treat the general case in Section 3.2.

The technical starting point in this paper is a common generalization of

(1.3) and Hua’s formula (1.1). Namely, we consider

H(x1, . . . ,xr; q) := (q − 1)(1.4)

·Log

Ñ ∑
π=(π1,...,πr)∈Pr

∏
i→j∈Ω q

〈πi,πj〉∏
i∈I q〈π

i,πi〉∏
k
∏mk(πi)
j=1 (1− q−j)

r∏
i=1

H̃πi(xi; q)

é
,

where xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . ) is a set of infinitely many independent variables

and H̃πi(xi; q) denote the (transformed) Hall–Littlewood polynomial (see [11,

§2.3.2]), which is a symmetric function in xi and polynomial in q. From (1.4)

we can extract many rational functions in q just by pairing against other

symmetric functions. For a multi-partition µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) ∈ Pr, we let

sµ := sµ1(x1) · · · sµr(xr), where sµi(xi) is the Schur symmetric function at-

tached to the partition µi. Define

Hs
µ(q) := 〈H(x1, . . . ,xr; q), sµ〉 ,(1.5)

where 〈, 〉 is the natural extension to r variables of the Hall pairing on symmet-

ric functions, defined by declaring the basis sµ orthonormal (see [11, (2.3.1)]).

Note that a priori the Hs
µ are rational functions in q; we will prove that they

are actually polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients. More precisely,

we will show (Theorem 1.4(i)) that the coefficients of Hs
µ(q) are the dimensions

of certain cohomology groups.
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Our first formal observation is the following

Proposition 1.3. For any v = (v1, . . . , vr) ∈ Zr≥0, we have

(i)

Av(q) = Hs
v1(q),(1.6)

where v1 := ((v1), . . . , (vr)) ∈ Pr and

(ii)

DTv(q) = Hs
1v(q),(1.7)

where 1v := ((1v1), . . . , (1vr)) ∈ Pr.

We will prove Part (i) as a consequence of Theorem 2.11 since hv1 = sv1 ,

and part (ii) is a special case of Proposition 3.5.

Fix a nonzero multi-partition µ ∈ Pr, and let v = |µ| := (|µ1|, . . . , |µr|).
Associated to the pair (Γ,v) we construct a new quiver by attaching a leg

of length vi − 1 at the vertex i of Γ, where vi := |µi|. We denote it by

Γ̃v = (Ĩv, Ω̃v). We extend the dimension vector v : I → Z≥0 to ṽ : Ĩv → Z≥0

by placing decreasing dimensions vi − 1, vi − 2, . . . , 1 at the extra leg starting

with vi at the original vertex i. We also consider the subgroup Wv < W of

the Weyl group of the quiver generated by the reflections at the extra vertices

Ĩ \ I. We may identify Wv with Sv1 × · · · × Svr , the Weyl group of the group

GLv := GLv1 × · · · ×GLvr .

Because by construction ṽ is indivisible, we can define the correspond-

ing smooth generic complex quiver variety Qṽ. Note that ṽ is left invari-

ant by Wv and thus Wv acts on H∗c (Qṽ;C) by work of Nakajima [22], [23],

Lusztig [18], Maffei [20] and Crawley-Boevey–Holland [5]. We denote by

χµ = χµ
1 · · ·χµr : Wv → C× the exterior product of the irreducible characters

χµi of the symmetric groups Svi in the notation of [19, §I.7]. In particular, χ(vi)

is the trivial character and χ(1vi ) is the sign character εi : Svi → {±1} < C×. If

µ′ := ((µ1)′, . . . , (µr)′), where (µi)′ is the dual partition of µi, then χµ
′

= εχµ

with ε := ε1 · · · εr the sign character of Wv.

We may decompose the representation of Wv on H∗c (Qṽ;C) into its iso-

typical components

H∗c (Qṽ;C) ∼=
⊕
µ∈Pv

H∗c (Qṽ;C)χµ ,

where Pv denotes the set of multi-partitions µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) of size v =

(v1, . . . , vr).

More generally, for a multi-partition µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) ∈ Pv, with µi =

(µi1, µ
i
2, . . . , µ

i
li

) and li the length of µi, denote by Γµ the quiver obtained from

(Γ,µ) by adding at each vertex i ∈ I a leg with li− 1 edges. We denote by vµ
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the dimension vector of Γµ with coordinates vi, vi−µi1, vi−µi1−µi2, . . . , µili at

the i-th leg. Define

(1.8) dµ := 1− 1
2
tvµCµvµ,

with Cµ the Cartan matrix of Γµ. Notice that if µ = (1v), then Γ̃v = Γ1v ,

vµ = ṽ; we will write dṽ instead of d1v . The quiver variety Qṽ is nonempty if

and only if ṽ is a root of Γṽ, in which case it has dimension 2dṽ [2, Th. 1.2].

Our main geometric result is the following

Theorem 1.4. (i) We have

Hs
µ(q) =

∑
i

¨
%2i, εχµ

∂
Wv

qi−dṽ ,

where
〈
%2i, εχµ

〉
Wv

is the multiplicity of εχµ in the representation %2i

of Wv in H2i
c (Qṽ;C).

(ii) Hs
µ(q) is nonzero if and only if vµ is a root of Γµ, in which case it is

a monic polynomial of degree dµ. Moreover, Hs
µ(q) = 1 if and only if

vµ is a real root.

In combination with Proposition 1.3, Theorem 1.4 implies the following

Corollary 1.5. (i) We have

(1.9) Av(q) =
∑
i

dim
Ä
H2i
c (Qṽ;C)ε

ä
qi−dṽ

and

(1.10) DTv(q) =
∑
i

dim
Ä
H2i
c (Qṽ;C)Wv

ä
qi−dṽ .

(ii) In particular, Av(q) and DTv(q) have nonnegative integer coefficients.

(iii) Conjecture 1.1 holds for any quiver and dimension vector v.

(iv) The polynomial DTv(q) is nonzero if and only if ṽ is a root of Γ̃v,

in which case it is monic of degree dṽ. Moreover, DTv(q) = 1 if and

only if ṽ is a real root.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.4

2.1. The quiver varieties Qṽ. Let Γ, I,Ω be as in the introduction. Let

K be any algebraically closed field. For a dimension vector v = (vi)i∈I ∈ ZI≥0,

put

Kv :=
⊕
i∈I

Kvi , GLv :=
∏
i∈I

GLvi(K), glv :=
⊕
i∈I

glvi(K).

By a graded subspace of V ⊆ Kv we will mean a subspace of the form

V =
⊕
i∈I

Vi, Vi ⊆ Kvi .

The group GLv acts on glv by conjugation. For an element X = (Xi)i∈I ∈
glv, we put Tr(X) :=

∑
i∈I Tr(Xi). We denote by Tv the maximal torus of GLv

whose elements are of the form (gi)i∈I with gi a diagonal matrix for each i ∈ I.

The Weyl group Wv := NGLv(Tv)/Tv of GLv with respect to Tv is isomorphic

to
∏
i∈I Svi , where Sv denotes the symmetric group in v letters. Recall that a

semisimple element X ∈ glv is regular if CGLv(X) is a maximal torus of GLv;

i.e., the eigenvalues of the coordinates of X are all with multiplicity 1.

We say that an adjoint orbit O of glv is generic if Tr(X) = 0 and if for

any graded subspace V ⊆ Kv stable by some X ∈ O such that

Tr (X|V ) = 0,

then either V = 0 or V = Kv. We fix such a generic regular semisimple

adjoint orbit O ⊂ glv. (We can prove as in [11, §2.2] that such a choice is

always possible.)

Let Γ be the double quiver of Γ; namely, Γ has the same vertices as Γ, but

for each arrow γ ∈ Ω going from i to j, we add a new arrow γ∗ going from j

to i. We denote by Ω = {γ, γ∗ | γ ∈ Ω} the set of arrows of Γ. Consider the

space

RepK
Ä
Γ,v
ä

:=
⊕

i→j∈Ω

Matvj ,vi(K)

of representations of Γ with dimension v. Recall that GLv acts on RepK
Ä
Γ,v
ä

as

(g · ϕ)i→j = gjϕi→jg
−1
i

for any g=(gi)i∈I ∈GLv, ϕ=(ϕγ)γ∈Ω∈RepK
Ä
Γ,v
ä

and any arrow i→ j ∈ Ω.

Let Γ̃v on vertex set Ĩv be the quiver obtained from (Γ,v) by adding at

each vertex i ∈ I a leg of length vi − 1 with the edges all oriented toward

the vertex i. Define ṽ ∈ ZĨv≥0 as the dimension vector with coordinate vi at

i ∈ I ⊂ Ĩv and with coordinates (vi − 1, vi − 2, . . . , 1) on the leg attached to

the vertex i ∈ I.
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Let Qṽ be the quiver variety over K attached to the quiver Γ̃ and pa-

rameter set defined from the eigenvalues of O. (See [11] and the reference

therein.)

Concretely, define the moment map µv : RepK
Ä
Γ,v
ä
→ gl0v, (xγ)γ∈Ω 7→∑

γ∈Ω[xγ , xγ∗ ], where gl0v := {X ∈ glv | Tr (X) = 0}. Then Qṽ is the affine

GIT quotient

µ−1
v (O) //GLv := Spec

Ä
K[µ−1

v (O)]GLv
ä
.(2.1)

Note that the one-dimensional torus Gm embeds naturally in GLv as t 7→
(t · Ivi)i∈I where Iv is the identity matrix of GLv. The action of GLv on

µ−1
v (O) factorizes through an action of Gv := GLv/Gm.

We have the following theorem whose proof is similar to that of [11,

Th. 2.2.4].

Theorem 2.1. (i) The variety Qṽ is nonsingular and the quotient

map µ−1
v (O)→ Qṽ is a principal Gv-bundle in the étale topology.

(ii) The odd degree cohomology of Qṽ vanishes.

2.2. Weyl group action.

2.2.1. Weyl group action. Let K denote an arbitrary algebraically closed

field as before. Let ` be a prime different from the characteristic charK of

K, and for an algebraic variety over K, denote by H i
c(X;Q`) the compactly

supported `-adic cohomology.

Denote by tgen
v the generic regular semisimple elements of the Lie algebra

tv of Tv. For σ ∈ tgen
v , define

Mσ :=
{

(ϕ,X, gTv) ∈ RepK(Γ,v)

× glv × (GLv/Tv) | g−1Xg = σ, µv(ϕ) = X
}
//GLv,

where GLv acts by

g · (ϕ,X, hTv) = (g · ϕ, gXg−1, ghTv).

The following lemma is immediate.

Lemma 2.2. The projection (ϕ,X, gTv) → ϕ induces an isomorphism

fromMσ onto the quiver variety associated to the adjoint orbit of σ as in (2.1).

For w ∈ Wv, denote by w :Mσ →Mẇσẇ−1 the isomorphism (ϕ,X, gTv)

7→ (ϕ,X, gẇ−1Tv) and by w∗ the induced isomorphism on cohomology. The

first aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. There exists a prime p0 such that if charK ≥ p0 or if

K = C, then for any σ, τ ∈ tgen
v there exists a canonical isomorphism iσ,τ :

H i
c(Mσ;Q`)→ H i

c(Mτ ;Q`) that commutes with w∗. Moreover for all σ, τ, ζ ∈
tgen
v , we have iσ,τ ◦ iζ,σ = iζ,τ .
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Before writing the proof let us explain the rough strategy. Put

M :=
{

(ϕ,X, gTv, σ) ∈ RepK(Γ,v)

× glv × (GLv/Tv)× tgen
v

∣∣∣∣ g−1Xg = σ, µv(ϕ) = X
}
//GLv,

where GLv acts on the first three coordinates as before and trivially on the

last one. Denote by π : M → tgen
v the projection to the last coordinate.

Note that the stalk at σ of the sheaf Riπ!Q` is H i
c(π
−1(σ);Q`) = H i

c(Mσ;Q`).

Since π commutes with Weyl group actions, to prove Theorem 2.3 we need to

prove that the sheaf Riπ!Q` is constant. Unfortunately we do not know any

algebraic proof of this last statement so we do not have a proof that works

independently from charK. We follow the same strategy as in [4, Proof of

Prop. 2.3.1] proving first the statement with K = C using the hyperkähler

structure on quiver varieties and then proving the positive characteristic case

by reducing modulo p.

We prefer to work with étale Z/`nZ-sheaves instead of `-adic sheaves. We

will show that the sheaves Riπ!Z/`nZ are constant for all n ≥ 1 assuming that

charK is either sufficiently large or equal to 0. This will prove Theorem 2.3

for the étale cohomology H i
c(Mσ;Z/`nZ) with coefficients in Z/`nZ. We then

pass to the direct limit to get the statement for `-adic cohomology.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. (i) Assume that K = C. From the equivalence

of categories between constructable étale sheaves on a complex variety and

constructable sheaves on the underlying topological space (see [1, §6] for more

details), we are reduced to prove that if Z/`nZ is the constant sheaf (for the an-

alytic topology) on the complex varietyM, then the analytic sheaf Riπ!Z/`nZ
is constant on tgen

v . But this is exactly what is proved in [20, Lemma 48] where

the hyperkähler structure on quiver varieties is used as an essential ingredient.

We note that in [20] it is assumed that the quiver does not have loops.

The proof of [20, Lemma 48], however, remains valid in the general case. The

only nontrivial ingredient is the proof of the surjectivity [20, CON3 §5] of the

hyperkähler moment map over the regular locus in the case for quivers with

possible loops. A more recent result [3, Th. 2] implies that as long as the

dimension vector is a root, the complex moment map is surjective for any

quiver. By hyperkähler rotation we get that the corresponding hyperkähler

moment map is also surjective.

(ii) The C-schemes M, tgen
v and the projection π : M → tgen

v to the last

coordinate can actually be defined over Z (see [4, App. B]). We will denote

these by M/Z, tgen
v /Z, π/Z : M/Z → tgen

v /Z and denote by F = FZ the sheaf

Ri(π/Z)!Z/`nZ. Recall that if f : X → SpecZ denotes the structure map of

a Z-scheme, then by Deligne [6, Th. 1.9], for any constructable Z/`nZ-sheaf E
on X, there exists an open dense subset U of SpecZ such that for any base
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change S → U ⊂ SpecZ, we have (f∗E)S ' (fS)∗(ES). Denote by t/Z the

structure map of tgen
v /Z. We are thus reduced to prove that the canonical map

η : (t/Z)∗(t/Z)∗F → F

given by adjointness is an isomorphism over an open subset U of SpecZ. In-

deed, this will prove that for any prime p such that pZ ∈ U , the map η/Fp
obtained from η by base change is an isomorphism, which is equivalent to say-

ing that the sheaf FFq ' R
i(π/Fq)!Z/`nZ is constant. By (i) we know that the

sheaf FC is constant; i.e., the isomorphism ηC : (t/C)∗(t/C)∗FC → FC of étale

sheaves obtained from η by base change is an isomorphism. Hence if K and

C denote respectively the kernel and co-kernel of η, then KC = 0 and CC = 0.

Since by Deligne [6, Th. 1.9] the sheaf (t/Z)∗(t/Z)∗F is constructable over an

open subset V of SpecZ, the sheaves K and C are also constructable over V

and so the support of KV and CV are constructable sets. Since KC = 0 and

CC = 0, the supports do not contain the generic point and so there exists an

open subset U of V such that KU = CU = 0. �

Assume that charK is as in Theorem 2.3. For w ∈Wv and τ ∈ tgen
v , define

ρi(w) : H i
c(Mτ ;Q`)→ H i

c(Mτ ;Q`)

as the composition iwτw−1,τ ◦ (w−1)∗. The following proposition is a straight-

forward consequence of Theorem 2.3.

Proposition 2.4. The map

ρi = ρiK : Wv → GL
Ä
H i
c(Mτ ;Q`)

ä
w 7→ ρi(w)

is a representation of Wv that does not depend on the choice of τ ∈ tgen
v .

The following proposition follows formally from the base change techniques

used in the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Proposition 2.5. Assume that charK� 0. Then the Q`-representations

ρiK and ρiC are isomorphic.

Note that the representation ρiC of Wv on H i
c(Mτ ;Q`) is defined so that it

agrees via the comparison theorem with the action %i of Wv on the compactly

supported cohomology H i
c(Mτ ;C) as defined from [20, Lemma 48].

2.2.2. Introducing Frobenius. Here K is an algebraic closure of a finite

field Fq. We use the same letter F to denote the Frobenius endomorphism on

RepK (Γ,v) and glv that raises entries of matrices to their q-th power. There

is a well-defined map from the set of F -stable regular semisimple orbits onto

the set of conjugacy classes of the Weyl group Wv of GLv. This map is given

by Frobenius action on eigenvalues of F -stable orbits.
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Given w ∈ Wv, choose a generic regular semisimple adjoint orbit O of

glv(Fq) mapping to w and denote by Qwṽ the corresponding quiver variety

associated to O defined by (2.1). If w = 1, then we will denote these simply

by Qṽ instead of Q1
ṽ; note that in this case the orbit O has all its eigenvalues

in Fq. Since O is F -stable, the quiver variety Qwṽ inherits an action of the

Frobenius endomorphism, which we also denote by F .

By Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.4, we have a well-defined representation

ρi of Wv in H i
c(Qṽ,Q`) assuming that the characteristic of K is large enough.

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.6. Assume that charK� 0. We have

#Qwṽ (Fq) =
∑
i

Tr
Ä
ρ2i(w), H2i

c (Qṽ;Q`)
ä
qi.

We keep the notation introduced in Section 2.2.1. The Frobenius mor-

phism (ϕ,X, gTv) 7→ (F (ϕ), F (X), F (g)Tv) defines a bijective morphism F :

Mσ →MF (σ) with induced morphism F ∗ : H i
c(Mτ ;Q`) → H i

c(MF−1(τ);Q`).

Since the map π :M→ tgen
v commutes with F , the canonical maps iσ,τ , with

σ, τ ∈ tgen
v , commute with F ∗.

For w ∈ Wv, consider the w-twisted Frobenius endomorphism wF on glv
defined as X 7→ ẇF (X)ẇ−1, where ẇ is a representative of w in NGLv(Tv).

Let σ ∈ (tgen
v )wF . Since wF (σ) = σ, we get a Frobenius endomorphism

wF : Mσ → Mσ

(ϕ,X, gTv) 7→ (F (ϕ), F (X), F (g)ẇ−1Tv).

Let τ ∈ (tgen
v )F . By Theorem 2.3, the following diagram commutes:

H i
c(Mτ ;Q`)

ρi(w)
// H i

c(Mτ ;Q`)
F ∗ // H i

c(Mτ ;Q`)

H i
c(Mσ;Q`)

w∗ //

iσ,τ

OO

H i
c(MF (σ);Q`)

F ∗ //

iF (σ),τ

OO

H i
c(Mσ;Q`).

iσ,τ

OO
(2.2)

Note that the arrow labeled by w∗ is well defined as F (σ) = ẇ−1σẇ.

Using the above diagram, the fact thatMτ has vanishing odd cohomology

and applying the Grothendieck trace formula to wF :Mσ →Mσ, we find that

#Mσ(K)wF =
∑
i

Tr
Ä
F ∗ ◦ ρ2i(w), H2i

c (Mτ ;Q`)
ä
.(2.3)

It is well known [4] that the cohomology of any generic quiver variety defined

over Fq (i.e. with parameters in FIq) is pure, in the sense that the eigenvalues of

the Frobenius F ∗ on the compactly supported i-th cohomology have absolute

value qi/2. (It is proved in [11], [10] that over C the cohomology has pure

mixed Hodge structure.) It is also well known that these quiver varieties are
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polynomial count, i.e., there exists a polynomial P (T ) ∈ Q[T ] such that for any

finite field extension Fqn , the evaluation of P at qn counts the number of points

of the variety over Fqn . (See, for instance, [4], [10], [11].) Since τ ∈ (tgen
v )F ,

the variety Mτ is thus pure and polynomial count. Hence by [4, App. A], the

automorphism F ∗ on H2i
c (Mτ ;Q`) has a unique eigenvalue qi. Hence using

that the two automorphisms ρi(w) and F ∗ commute for all i and w ∈Wv, we

deduce from formula (2.3) that

#Mσ(K)wF =
∑
i

Tr
Ä
ρ2i(w), H2i

c (Mτ ;Q`)
ä
qi.(2.4)

Hence Theorem 2.6 follows from (2.4) and the following lemma.

Lemma 2.7. Let w ∈ Wv, and let σ be a representative of the orbit Ow
in (tv)wF . Then

#Mσ(K)wF = #Qwṽ (K)F .

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the isomorphism Mσ→Qwṽ ,

(ϕ,X, gTv) 7→ ϕ of Lemma 2.2 commutes with wF and F . �

2.3. Counting points of Qwṽ over finite fields. In this section we will eval-

uate #Qwṽ (Fq). As in Section 1 we label the vertices of Γ by {1, . . . , r} and

we denote by Pv the set of all multi-partitions (µ1, . . . , µr) of size (v1, . . . , vr).

The conjugacy class of an element w = (w1, . . . , wr) ∈Wv determines a multi-

partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) ∈ Pv, where λi is the cycle type of wi ∈ Svi . We

will call λ the cycle type of w.

Let pλ := pλ1(x1) · · · pλr(xr), where for a partition λ, pλ(xi) is the cor-

responding power symmetric function in the variables of xi = {xi,1, xi,2, . . . }
(see [19, Chap. I, §2]). Recall that ε denotes the sign character of Wv. Denote

by C̃v the Cartan matrix of the quiver Γ̃v. Then

dṽ := 1− 1
2
tṽC̃vṽ

equals 1
2 dimQṽ if Qṽ is nonempty.

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.8. Let w ∈Wv have cycle type λ ∈ Pv. Then

#Qwṽ (Fq) = qdṽε(w) 〈H(x1, . . . ,xr; q), pλ〉 .(2.5)

Fix a nontrivial additive character Ψ : Fq → C×, and for X,Y ∈ glv,

put 〈X,Y 〉 := Tr(XY ). Denote by C(glv) the C-vector space of all functions

glFv → C, and define the Fourier transform F : C(glv)→ C(glv) by

F(f)(X) :=
∑
Y ∈glFv

Ψ (〈X,Y 〉) f(Y ),
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with f ∈ C(glv) and X ∈ glFv . Basic properties of F can be found, for instance,

in [16]. For an F -stable adjoint orbit O of glv, we denote by 1O ∈ C(glv) the

characteristic function of the adjoint orbitOF of glFv ; i.e., 1O(X) = 1 ifX ∈ OF
and 1O(X) = 0 if X /∈ OF .

Proposition 2.9. For any F -stable generic adjoint orbit O of gl0v, we

have

#
Ä
µ−1
v (O)//GLv

äF
=

q − 1

|GLFv |
#µ−1

v (O)F

(2.6)

=
(q − 1) |RepFq(Γ,v)|
|GLFv | · |glFv |

∑
X∈glFv

#
{
ϕ ∈ RepFq(Γ,v)

∣∣∣ [X,ϕ] = 0
}
F(1O)(X),

where [X,ϕ] = 0 means that for each arrow γ = i→ j in Ω, we have Xjϕγ =

ϕγXi.

Proof. The first equality comes from the fact that Gv = GLv/Gm is con-

nected and acts freely on µ−1
v (O) (see Theorem 2.1(i)). For the second, write

#µ−1
v (O)F =

∑
z∈OF

#µ−1
v (z)F

and use [10, Prop. 2]. �

In order to compute the right-hand side of formula (2.6), we need to

introduce some notation. Denote by O the set of all F -orbits of K. The

adjoint orbits of glFn are parametrized by the maps h : O → P such that∑
γ∈O |γ| · |h(γ)| = n. Denote by 0 ∈ P the unique partition of 0. The type of

an adjoint orbit O of glFn corresponding to h : O → P is defined as the map

ωO that assigns to a positive integer d and a nonzero partition λ the number

of Frobenius orbits γ ∈ O of degree d such that h(γ) = λ.

It is sometimes also convenient (see [11]) to write a type as follows. Choose

a total ordering ≥ on partitions that we extend to a total ordering on the set

Z>0× (P\{0}) as (d, λ) ≥ (d′, λ′) if d ≥ d′ and λ ≥ λ′. Then we may write the

type ωO as a the strictly decreasing sequence (d1, λ
1)n1(d2, λ

2)n2 · · · (ds, λs)ns
with ni = ωO(di, λ

i). The set of all nonincreasing sequences (d1, λ
1)(d2, λ

2) · · ·
(ds, λ

s) of size n (i.e.,
∑s
i=1 di|λi| = n) denoted by Tn parametrizes the types

of the adjoint obits of glFn .

It is easy to extend this to adjoint orbits of glFv . They are parametrized by

the set of all maps h = (h1, . . . , hr) : O→ Pr such that for each i = 1, . . . , r, we

have
∑
γ∈O |γ| · |hi(γ)| = vi. A type of an adjoint orbit O of glFv corresponding

to h : O → Pr is now a map ωO that assigns to a positive integer d and a

nonzero multi-partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) the number of Frobenius orbits γ ∈ O

of degree d such that h(γ) = λ.
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As above, after choosing a total ordering on the set Z>0×(Pr\{0}) we may

write ωO as a (strictly) decreasing sequence (d1,λ1)n1(d2,λ2)n2 · · · (ds,λs)ns
with ni = ωO(di,λi). We denote by Tv the set of all nonincreasing sequences

(d1,λ1) . . . (ds,λs) of size v so that Tv parametrizes the types of the adjoint

orbits of glFv . We may also write a type ω ∈ Tv as (ω1, . . . , ωr), where ωi =

(d1, λ
i,1)(d2, λ

i,2) · · · , with λi,j the i-th coordinate of λj , is a type in Tvi .
Given any family {Aµ(x1, . . . ,xr; q)}µ∈Pr of functions separately symmet-

ric in each set x1, . . . ,xk of infinitely many variables with A0 = 1, we extend

its definition to types ω = (d1,λ1) · · · (ds,λs) ∈ Tv as

Aω(x1, . . . ,xr; q) :=
s∏
i=1

Aλi(x
di
1 , . . . ,x

di
r ; qdi),

where xd stands for all the variables x1, x2, . . . in x replaced by xd1, x
d
2, . . . .

For π = (π1, . . . , πr) ∈ Pr, put

Aπ(q) =
∏

i→j∈Ω

q〈π
i,πj〉,

Zπ(q) :=
∏
i∈I

q〈π
i,πi〉∏

k

mk(πi)∏
j=1

(1− q−j), Hπ(q) :=
Aπ(q)

Zπ(q)
,

where we use the same notation as in Section 1. Then by [13, Th. 3.4], for any

element X in an adjoint orbit of glFv of type ω ∈ Tv, we have

#
{
ϕ ∈ RepFq(Γ,v)

∣∣∣ [X,ϕ] = 0
}

= Aω(q), |CGLFv
(X)| = Zω(q).

Hence,

1

|GLFv |
∑

X∈glFv

#
{
ϕ ∈ RepFq(Γ,v)

∣∣∣ [X,ϕ] = 0
}
F(1O)(X)(2.7)

=
∑
ω∈Tv

Hω(q)
∑
O′
F(1O)(O′),

where the last sum is over the adjoint orbits O′ of glFv of type ω and F(1O)(O′)
denotes the common value F(1O)(X) for X ∈ O′.

For a type ω = (d1,λ1) · · · (ds,λs) ∈ Tv, put

Coω :=


µ(d)
d (−1)s−1 (s−1)!∏

λmd,λ(ω)!
if d1 = d2 = · · · = ds = d,

0 otherwise,

where md,λ(ω) denotes the multiplicity of the pair (d,λ) in ω and where µ

denotes the ordinary Möbius function.

Recall that we defined a map (see the beginning of Section 2.2) from

regular semisimple adjoint orbits of glv(Fq) to Wv.
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Proposition 2.10. Let w = (w1, . . . , wr) ∈ Wv have cycle type λ =

(λ1, . . . , λr) ∈ Pv. Let O be a generic regular semisimple adjoint orbit of

glv(Fq) mapping to w, and let ω = (ω1, . . . , ωr) be any type in Tv. Then

∑
O′
F(1O)(O′) = ε(w) q1+δv/2Coω

r∏
i=1

¨
H̃ωi(xi; q), pλi(xi)

∂
,

where the sum is over the adjoint orbits O′ of glFv of type ω, F(1O)(O′) denotes

the common value F(1O)(X) for X ∈ O′ and δv = dim GLv − dimTv =∑
i v

2
i −

∑
i vi.

Proof. For a partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λm) and d ∈ Z>0, define d · λ :=

(dλ1, . . . , dλm), and for a type τ = (d1, τ
1) · · · (ds, τ s) ∈ Tn, put [τ ] := ∪idi · τ i,

a partition of n. We will say that two types ν = (d1, ν
1) · · · (ds, νs) and ω =

(e1, ω
1) · · · (el, ωl) are compatible, which we denote ν ∼ ω, if s = l and for each

i = 1, . . . , s we have di = ei and |νi| = |ωi|. For two partitions of same size

λ, µ let Qλµ(q) be the Green polynomial as defined, for instance, in [19, Chap.

III §7]. For two compatible types ν and ω, we put Qων (q) :=
∏
iQ

ωi

νi (q
di) and

Qων (q) := 0 otherwise. Let zλ be the order of the centralizer of an element of

cycle type λ in S|λ|. For a type ν = (d1, ν1), . . . , (dr, νr), set zν =
∏
i zνi .

Notice that for λ a partition (d1, d2, . . . , ds) of n, we have pλ(x) = sτ (x)

where τ ∈ Tn is the type (d1, 1)(d2, 1) · · · (ds, 1). Hence by [11, Lemma 2.3.5],

for any ω ∈ Tn and any partition λ of n,¨
H̃ω(x; q), pλ(x)

∂
= zλ

∑
{ν∈Tn | [ν]=λ}

Qων (q)

zν
.

We are therefore reduced to prove that∑
O′
F(1O)(O′) = ε(w) q1+δv/2Coω

r∏
i=1

zλi
∑

{ν∈Tn | [ν]=λi}

Qωiν (q)

zν
.(2.8)

The proof of this formula is similar to that of [11, Th. 4.3.1(2)], although

the context is different and will require some new calculations. Embed GLv

in GLN with N =
∑r
i=1 vi. Write ω = (d1,µ1) · · · (ds,µs), and define ω =

(d1,∪µ1) · · · (ds,∪µs) ∈ TN where for a multi-partition µ = (µ1, . . . , µr) ∈ Pr,
we put ∪µ = ∪iµi. If O′ is an F -stable adjoint orbit of glv of type ω, then

the unique GLN -adjoint orbit of glN that contains O′ is of type ω. Consider a

representative of an adjoint orbit of glFv ⊂ glFN of type ω with Jordan form σ+u

where σ is semisimple and u is nilpotent. Put L := CGLN (σ), and denote by l

the Lie algebra of L and by zl the center of l. Note that l is not contained in glv
unless each for each i, the multi-partition µi has a unique nonzero coordinate,

in which case L = M := CGLv(σ). However we always have zl ⊂ glv. Put

(zl)reg := {y ∈ zl | CGLN (y) = L}. The map that sends z ∈ (zl)
F
reg to the
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GLv-orbits of z + u surjects onto the set of adjoint orbits O′ of glFv of type ω.

The fibers of this map can be identified with

{g ∈ GLFv | gLg−1 = L, gCug
−1 = Cu}/M,

where Cu is the M -orbit of u. Hence we may in turn identify these fibers with

W (ω) :=
∏
d,λ

(Z/dZ)md,λ(ω) × Smd,λ(ω).

It follows that∑
O′
F(1O)(O′) =

1

|W (ω)|
∑

z∈(zl)Freg

r∏
i=1

Fglvi (1Oi) (zi + ui),(2.9)

where Fglvi denotes the Fourier transform on glFvi , Oi is the i-th coordinate of

O (a GLFvi-orbit of glFvi) and zi, ui are the i-th coordinates of z, u respectively.

It is known [16, Th. 7.3.3][11, formulas (2.5.4), (2.5.5)] that

Fglvi (1Oi) (zi + ui = ε(wi)q
1
2

(v2i−vi)|MF
i |−1)

×
∑

{h∈GLFvi | h
−1zih∈tλi}

QMi

hTλih
−1(ui + 1)Ψ

Ä¨
Xi, h

−1zih
∂ä
,

where Xi is a fixed element in OFi , Tλi is the unique F -stable maximal torus

of GLvi whose Lie algebra tλi contains Xi, Mi = CGLv(zi) and where QMi

hTλih
−1

is the Green function defined by Deligne and Lusztig. (The values of these

functions are products of usual Green polynomials.)

It follows that∑
O′
F(1O)(O′) =

1

|W (ω)|
ε(w)q

1
2

(
∑

i
v2i−
∑

i
vi)

×
∑

h=(h1,...,hr)

Φh(u)
∑

z∈(zl)Freg

r∏
i=1

Ψ
Ä¨
Xi, h

−1
i zihi

∂ä
=

1

|W (ω)|
ε(w)q

1
2

(
∑

i
v2i−
∑

i
vi)
∑
h

Φh(u)
∑

z∈(zl)Freg

Ψ
Ä¨
X,h−1zh

∂ä
,

where h = (h1, . . . , hr) runs over the set

{h ∈ GLFv | hTλh−1 ⊂M} = {h ∈ GLFv | z ∈ hTλh−1},

with Tλ :=
∏r
i=1 Tλi , X := (Xi)i=1,...,r ∈ tλ ∩ O and where to simplify, we set

Φh(u) :=
r∏
i=1

|MF
i |−1QMi

hiTλih
−1
i

(ui + 1).
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To finish the proof it suffices to check the following two formulas:∑
z∈(zl)Freg

Ψ
Ä¨
X,h−1zh

∂ä
=

(−1)s−1µ(d)q(s− 1)! if di = d for all i = 1, . . . , s,

0 otherwise,∑
h

Φh(u) =
r∏
i=1

zλi
∑

{ν∈Tn | [ν]=λi}

Qωiν (q)

zν
,

where recall that ω = (d1,µ
1), (d2,µ

2), . . . .

The proof of the second formula is contained in the proof of [11, Th.

4.3.1(2)]. For the first formula, by [17, Prop. 6.8.3], it is enough to prove that

the linear character Θ : tFλ → C×, z 7→ Ψ (〈X, z〉) is a generic character; i.e.,

the restriction of Θ to zFglN is trivial and for any F -stable Levi subgroup L

(of some parabolic subgroup) of GLN that contains Tλ, the restriction of Θ to

zFl ⊂ tFλ is nontrivial unless L = GLN .

But Θ is generic because the adjoint orbit O is generic. Indeed, since

Tr(O) = 0, we have Θ|zF
glN

= 1. Now assume that L ⊃ Tλ satisfies Θ|zF
l

= 1.

There is a decomposition KN = W1⊕W2⊕· · ·⊕Ws, with Wj 6= 0, such that l is

GLN -conjugate to
⊕

i gl(Wi). An element z ∈ zl is of the form (ξ1ι1, . . . , ξsιs),

where ξ1, . . . , ξs ∈ K and where ιj denotes the identity endomorphism of Wj .

Denote by Xj the gl(Wj) coordinate of X. Since Θ|zF
l

= 1, we must have

〈X, z〉 =
∑s
j=1 ξj Tr(Xj) = 0 for all z = (ξ1ι1, . . . , ξsιs), and so Tr(Xj) = 0 for

all j = 1, . . . , s. Now glv and l are two Levi sub-algebras of glN that contain

tλ, hence glv ∩ l '⊕i,j gl(Ui,j) where Wj =
⊕

i Ui,j . For each j = 1, . . . s, the

space
⊕

i Ui,j is also a graded subspace of KN = Kv on which X acts by Xj ,

and so by the genericity assumption we must have Wj = KN i.e. L = GLN . �

Proof of Theorem 2.8. By definition (1.8),

dṽ =
∑

i→j∈Ω

vivj −
∑
i

v2
i + δv + 2 = dim RepK(Γ,v)− dim glv + 1 + δv/2.

Hence applying formula (2.7) and Proposition 2.10, we find ([11, Formula

(2.3.9)]) that

#Qwṽ (Fq) = ε(w)(q − 1)qdṽ

∞∑
ω∈Tv

CoωHω(q)
r∏
i=1

H̃ωi(xi; q), pλ

∫
= ε(w)(q − 1)qdṽ

∞
Log

Ñ ∑
π=(π1,...πr)∈Pr

Hπ(q)
r∏
i=1

H̃πi(xi; q)

é
, pλ

∫
. �
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2.4. Kac polynomials. We start with a general fact about extracting Kac

polynomials of the quivers Γµ from the generating function H(x1, . . . , xr; q)

defined in (1.4). This is similar to [12, Th. 3.2.7], and hence we omit the

proof. For any multi-partition µ ∈ Pr, denote by Aµ(q) the Kac polynomial

associated with (Γµ,vµ), where vµ is defined as in Section 1 with v = |µ|. For

a partition λ, denote by hλ the complete symmetric function as in [19].

Theorem 2.11. For any µ ∈ Pµ, we have 〈H(x1, . . . ,xr; q), hµ〉 = Aµ(q).

Proof of Theorem 1.4. We start by proving (i). Let us denote here by

Qṽ/C and Qṽ/Fq the associated quiver varieties over the indicated field. As-

sume also that the characteristic of Fq is large enough so that the results of

Section 2.2 apply. Combining Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.8, we find that

(2.10) 〈H(x1, . . . ,xr; q), pλ〉 = ε(w)
∑
i

Tr
(
ρ2i(w), H2i

c

(
Qṽ/Fq ;Q`

))
qi−dṽ .

The Schur functions sµ, with µ ∈ Pv, decompose into power symmetric

functions as sµ =
∑
λ∈Pv

χµλpλ, where χµλ = χµ(w) is the value of the irre-

ducible character χµ of Wv at an element w ∈ Wv of cycle type λ. We then

deduce from formula (2.10) that

〈H(x1, . . . ,xr; t), sµ〉 = t−dṽ
∑
i

¨
χµ
′
, ρ2i
∂
Wv

ti.

From Proposition 2.5 and the comment below that proposition, the above

formula remains true if we replace ρi by %i, and Theorem 1.4(i) follows. Note

that Hs
µ(t) is a polynomial since H i

c(Qṽ;C) = 0 unless dṽ ≤ i ≤ 2dṽ as the

variety Qṽ is affine.

We now proceed with the proof of (ii). Consider the partial ordering E
on partitions defined as λE µ if for all i, we have

∑
i λi ≤

∑
i µi. Extend this

ordering on multi-partitions by declaring that αEβ if and only if for all i, we

have αiE βi. A simple calculation shows that if αEβ and α 6= β for any two

multi-partitions in Pr, then dβ < dα.

Using the relations between Schur functions and complete symmetric func-

tions [19, p. 101] together with Theorem 2.11, we find that

(2.11) Aλ(q) =
∑
µDλ

K ′λµHs
µ(q), Hs

µ(q) =
∑
λDµ

K∗µλAλ(q),

where K = (Kλµ) is the matrix of Kostka numbers and where K ′ and K∗ are

respectively the transpose and the transpose inverse of K. Recall [14, §1.15]

that, if nonzero, Aµ(q) is monic of degree dµ, and Aµ(q) is nonzero if and only

if vµ is a root of Γµ, with Aµ(q) = 1 if and only if vµ is real [14, §1.10]. Since

K∗µµ = 1 and since the polynomials Aλ(q), with λ D µ, λ 6= µ, are of degree

strictly less than dµ, we deduce from the second equality (2.11) that if vµ is a

root, then Hs
µ(q) is monic of degree dµ. Conversely if Hs

µ(q) is nonzero, then
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by the first formula (2.11), the polynomial Aµ(q) must be nonzero (i.e., vµ
is a root) as the Kostka numbers are nonnegative, Kµµ = 1 and Hs

µ(q) has

nonnegative coefficients. This completes the proof. �

3. DT-invariants for symmetric quivers

3.1. Preliminaries. Denote by Λ the ring of symmetric functions in the

variables x = {x1, x2, . . . } with coefficients in Q(q) and Λn those functions

in Λ homogeneous of degree n. We define the u-specialization of symmetric

functions as the ring homomorphism Λ → Q[u] that on power sums behaves

as pr(x) 7→ 1− ur. In plethystic notation this is denoted by f 7→ f [1− u].

Note that for any f ∈ Λn, the u-specialization f [1− u] is a polynomial in

u of degree at most n. We will need to consider the effect of taking top degree

coefficients in u after u-specialization. Define the top degree of f ∈ Λn as

[f ] := unf
î
1− u−1

ó∣∣∣
u=0

.

It is a crucial fact for what follows that the operations of u-specialization and

of taking its top degree coefficient commute with the Log map. More precisely,

we have the following facts whose proofs we only sketch.

Proposition 3.1. Let Ω(x;T ) =
∑
n≥0An(x) Tn ∈ Λ[[T ]] be a power

series with An(x) ∈ Λn, and let Vn(x) ∈ Λ be defined by∑
n≥1

Vn(x) Tn := Log Ω(x;T ).

Then we have

(3.1)
∑
n≥1

Vn[1− u] Tn=Log
∑
n≥0

An[1− u] Tn,
∑
n≥1

[Vn] Tn=Log
∑
n≥0

[An] Tn.

Proof. The key point is the identity pdr[1− u] = 1− urd = pr[1− ud]. �
Proposition 3.2. For any partition λ ∈ P , we have

(i) H̃λ(q)[1 − u] = (u)l, where l := l(λ) is the length of λ and (u)l :=∏l
i=1(1− qi−1u).

(ii) [H̃λ] is zero unless λ = (1n) when it equals (−1)nq(
n
2).

Proof. The specialization (i) follows from the corresponding result for

Macdonald polynomials; see [8, Cor. 2.1]. The second claim is an immedi-

ate consequence of (i). �

Lemma 3.3. For the Schur function sλ, we have that sλ[1 − u] is zero

unless λ = (r, 1n−r) with 1 ≤ r ≤ n is a hook, in which case it equals

(−u)n−r(1− u). In particular, for f ∈ Λn, we have

(3.2) [f ] = (−1)n〈f, s(1n)〉.

Proof. The identity follows from the known u-specialization of the Schur

functions [8, (2.15)]. �
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3.2. DT-invariants. In this section we prove a somewhat more general

case of Proposition 1.3(ii). We work with a symmetric quiver (a quiver with as

many arrows going from the vertex i to j as arrows going from j to i) instead of

the double of a quiver (see Remark 1.2). The only difference is that the double

of a quiver has an even number of loops at every vertex whereas a symmetric

quiver may not. We deal with this by attaching an arbitrary number of legs

to each vertex instead of just one. In general, the parity of the number of legs

required at a vertex i is the opposite of that of the number of loops at i.

Concretely, attach ki≥1 infinite legs to each vertex i∈I of Γ. The orienta-

tion of the arrows ultimately does not matter, but say all the arrows on the new

legs point towards the vertex. Consider the following generalization of (1.4):

H(x; q) := (q − 1)Log

( ∑
π∈Pr

Hπ(q)H̃π(x; q)

)
, with(3.3)

H̃π(x; q) :=
r∏
i=1

ki∏
j=1

H̃πi(x
i,j ; q),

and xi,j = (xi,j1 , xi,j2 , . . .) for i = 1, . . . , r and j = 1, . . . , ki are independent sets

of infinitely many variables.

Given a multi-partition µ=(µi,j) where i=1, . . . , r and j=1, . . . , ki, define

sµ(x) :=
r∏
i=1

ki∏
j=1

sµi,j (x
i,j), Hs

µ(q) := 〈H(x; q), sµ(x)〉.(3.4)

Note that Hs
µ(q) is zero unless |µi,1| = |µi,2| = · · · = |µi,ki | for each i = 1, · · · , r.

For v ∈ Zr≥0\{0}, denote by 1v the multi-partition (µi,j) where for every

j = 1, . . . , ki, either µi,j = (1vi) if vi > 0 or µi,j = 0 otherwise.

Proposition 3.4. We have

(q − 1)Log

Ç ∑
v∈Zr≥0

q−
1
2

(γ(v)+δ(v))

(q−1)v
(−1)δ(v)Tv

å
(3.5)

=
∑

v∈Zr≥0
\{0}

Hs
1v(q)(−1)δ(v)Tv,

where

γ(v) :=
r∑
i=1

(2− ki)v2
i − 2

∑
i→j∈Ω

vivj , δ(v) :=
r∑
i=1

kivi,

and (q)v := (q)v1 · · · (q)vr with (q)s := (1− q) · · · (1− qs).

Proof. By (3.4), we have H(x; q) =
∑
µHs

µ(q)sµ(x). Apply Proposition

3.1(ii) to all the variables xi,j in (3.3) to get∑
µ

Hs
µ(q)[sµ(x)]T |µ| = (q − 1) Log

Ç∑
π∈Pr

Hπ(q)[H̃π(x; q)]T |π|
å
,
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where µ runs through the nonzero multi-partitions (µi,j) with |µi,j | = vi for

some vi ∈ Z≥0 independent of j, T |µ| :=
∏
i T

vi
i and T |π| =

∏
i T
|πi|
i . A

calculation using Proposition 3.2(ii) shows that the right-hand side equals

(q − 1) Log

Ç ∑
v∈Zr≥0

q−
1
2

(γ(v)+δ(v))

(q−1)v
(−1)δ(v)Tv

å
.

Finally, (3.2) shows that the left-hand side equals
∑

v∈Zr≥0
\{0}Hs

1v(q)(−1)δ(v)Tv

and our claim is proved. �

Now let Γ′ = (I,Ω′) be any symmetric quiver with r vertices. The

Donaldson–Thomas invariants for a symmetric quiver Γ′, as defined by Kont-

sevich and Soibelman, are given as follows in an equivalent formulation. Let

cv,k be the coefficients in the generating function identity

(3.6) Log
∑
v

(−q
1
2 )γ
′(v)

(q)v
Tv = (1− q)−1

∑
v

∑
k

(−1)kcv,k q
k/2 Tv,

where γ′(v) :=
∑r
i=1 v

2
i −

∑
i→j∈Ω′ vivj . We know ([7, p.15]) that

∑
k cv,k q

k/2

is a Laurent polynomial in q
1
2 and if cv,k is nonzero, then k ≡ γ′(v) mod 2

([7, Th. 4.1]). Since Γ′ is symmetric, we also have γ′(v) ≡ δ′(v) mod 2, where

δ′ is a fixed linear form

δ′(v) :=
r∑
i=1

k′ivi, k′i ∈ Z>0, k′i ≡ a′i,i − 1 mod 2,

with a′i,i the number loops at the vertex i of Γ′. Changing q 7→ q−1 and then

Ti 7→ q−k
′
i/2Ti, we extend the definition of DTv given in 1.3 to Γ′ by setting

(3.7)

(q − 1) Log
∑
v

q−
1
2

(γ′(v)+δ′(v))

(q−1)v
(−1)δ

′(v)Tv =:
∑

v∈Zr≥0
\{0}

DTv(q) (−1)δ
′(v)Tv.

Up to powers of q, the definition of DTv(q) is independent of the choice of

linear form δ′, and we do not include it in the notation. We would like to

match (3.7) with (3.5) by making appropriate choices for Γ and ki. Denote

by ai,j (resp. a′i,j) the number of arrows of Γ (resp. Γ′) going from i to j. To

match γ with γ′ requires that

a′i,j + a′j,i = 2(ai,j + aj,i), i 6= j, ki − 2 + 2ai,i = −1 + a′i,i.(3.8)

This we can always do (typically in more than one way) because Γ′ is symmet-

ric. We have then

Proposition 3.5. With the above notation, let Γ be a quiver and ki be

integers satisfying (3.8). Then for all v ∈ Zr≥0\{0},

(3.9) DTv(q) = qδ(v)−δ′(v)Hs
1v(q).
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A special case of Proposition 3.5 is when Γ′ = Γ for some quiver Γ. In

this case we may take ki = k′i = 1 for all i and (3.9) is Proposition 1.3(ii).
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